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China trade and
investment in
Africa overtakes
US

Questions
1. What is nature of Sub-Saharan Africa?
2. Why has China-Africa relationship expanded?
3. What is US concern about China in Africa?
4. What role should US play in Africa?

Two Africas: North
& Sub-Saharan

North: Arabic,
Muslim,
lumped with
Middle East
Sub-Saharan:
Christian,
exploited, poor

◼
◼

◼

◼

Large = U.S.+China+India+Mexico
Exploited = Centuries of enslavement
slavery
and colonization
Undeveloped = Bottom Billion, majority of world’s poor,
minimal industry, depend on commodity exports
Diverse = 46 countries, 1,000 languages, little intracommerce, few prospering democracies, dominated by
autocracies
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Sub-Saharan Bottom in Prosperity
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World & Sub-Sahara hit hard by pandemic
but projected to rebound in 2021
Real GDP Forecasts for 2021 & 2022
(Percent change from previous year)

World
United States
Russia

2018
3.0
3.0
2.5

2019
2.3
2.2
1.3

2020
-4.3
-3.6
-4.0

2021
4.0
3.5
2.6

2022
3.8
3.3
3.0

Sub-Sahara

2.6

2.4

-3.7

2.7

3.3

China
World trade
Oil prices

6.6
4.3
29.4

6.1
1.1
-10.2

2.0
-9.5
-33.7

7.9
4.3
8.1

5.2
3.9
13.6

Source: JAN 2021, Global Economic Prospects, World Bank

Sub-Sahara economies likely to lag as vaccines expected to
lag, resulting in living standards set back a decade and tens
of millions pushed into extreme poverty
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◼

◼

◼

Africa is not one country!
Expect continued
divergence in future

Key Countries GDP/Capita % of Sub-Saharan
500%

400%

300%

200%

100%

0%

A few becoming richer and
more democratic most not
Stronger economies and better schooling will help slow
population growth (education is a contraceptive)
But long-term rising of urbanization, remittances, and
education offer reasons for hope
Botswana

Congo, Dem. Rep.

Kenya

Madagascar

Nigeria

South Africa

Zimbabwe

Source: www.economist.com/special-report/2020/03/26/africa
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Modern Sub-Saharan History
I.

1440-1860s European exploration, slave trade
a.
b.
c.

II.

1880s–1950s: Colonization & Colonial Rule
a.
b.

III.

1884-1914: Europe’s “Scramble for Africa”
1870s-80s: Gold & diamonds in South Africa

1950s-80s: Independence & decolonization turmoil
a.
b.
c.

IV.

1510: 1st of 12 mil. slaves to Americas
1807: British abolition of slave trade
1851-73: Livingston & others explore Africa

1956: Oil discovered in Nigeria
1970s-80s: Cold War chessboard competition of Capitalism vs. Communism
1980s: HIV-AIDS – epidemic and still leading cause of death

1990s - End Cold War, improved government and economy
a.
b.
c.

1994: Nelson Mandela elected President South Africa after 27 years in prison
2010: Rapid growth, China export boom and investments
2010 to date: Slowdown: commodity exports slow, pandemic hits & population booms
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Economic legacy: under
development and dependency
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Africa left in crisis from colonial misrule
Colonies to export cheap raw materials to
Europe & import expensive manufactures
Little attempt to develop self-sufficiency Pumped riches out
would’ve defeated Europe’s purpose
Agriculture neglected – by 1950s net food imports
Railways for export to Europe not for intra country
Extractive policies: poll tax and agricultural
marketing boards paid low and sold high
Lack of education - 10% literate at independence
Source: Kevin Shillington, History of Africa, 4th ed. 2019 , p 471-3
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Not all, but many problems
stemmed from colonial legacy
◼

◼

◼

Problems after independence
largely product of their history
Many intractable problems stem
from colonial rule
Political legacy of Europeans:
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Cold War chessboard

Democracy (green) limited

Autocracy
Artificial state boundaries
One-party states
Underdeveloped and dependent

Cold War chessboard
Democracy (green) limited
Source: Kevin Shillington, History of Africa, 4th ed. 2019, Chapter 30
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China’s modern relationship
with Africa
China’s non-interference policy
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Modern relationship dates to Africa’s anticolonial
struggles supported by China
After break with Soviets, China supportive
until 1976 and its economic rise
Chinese foreign policy in Africa of
non-interference vs. US preachiness
China returned to Africa after Western relations
soured following 1989 Tiananmen Square disaster
Gave impetus for China’s “go out” strategy for state
enterprises to find external markets & commodities
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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China’s African Trade
& Investment: now
bigger than U.S.
U.S. invests
double in China
($90 bil.) than in
Africa ($42 bil.)
Do U.S. investments in
China enable China to
invest so aggressively
in Africa and Latin
America?
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China invested $2.1 tril. worldwide - $300 bil. in Sub-Sahara
2005-2020 Total

Nearly all in Belt & Road
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Expanded “Forum on
China-Africa Cooperation”

◼
◼

◼

China-Africa loans: $5 bil. in 2006 to $60 bil. in 2018
Packages of interest free loans, export credits,
concessional loans, capital in Development Fund …
But most assistance:
◼
◼

◼

Loans rather than grants
Tied to not having relations with Taiwan
Bilateral deals as opposed to African Union - thus giving
China leverage over the smaller African partners

Between 2000-2018, Chinese signed 1,077 loan commitments of
$148 billion with African governments and state-owned enterprises.
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Broadened agenda to
peacekeeping & education

◼
◼

◼

China peacekeeping troops under auspices of UN
Pressed China to curb purchases of wildlife products
like ivory and rhino horn
Greater support of training and skills transfers
◼

◼
◼
◼

Africans trained in China - more than US+UK
Confucius Institutes offer Mandarin (& propaganda)
Chinese companies such as Huawei provide training
Police and military trained in China
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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Impacts of
training

◼

Training builds relations and ties
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Use of Chinese technical standards and methodologies
Pressure to conform with Chinese communist thinking
Shapes worldviews
Influences votes in UN

China now largest trading partner in 2009 and
largest lender to many of Africa’s countries
Chinese construction companies reshaping skylines
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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Least intra-country
trade in world

◼

Little intra-country trade due to
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Geography – rivers and land hard to navigate
Limited cross border infrastructure
Lack of major roadways or railways

Africa intra-continental trade only 15% - lowest
continental rate in world vs. 70% in Europe
Africa is trying to change this through its African
Continental Free Trade Agreement of 2019
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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Focus on infrastructure tied to
Chinese workers and companies

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Chinese state-owned construction companies have
technical resources, pressured to go abroad supported
by Chinese financing
Tied to employing Chinese contractors – some million
Chinese and 200,000 Chinese workers
Often standalone projects – bridges, stadiums …
Some cross-border connectivity of railroads
Some loans inflated by corruption enabled by secrecy
China more concerned about viability & getting paid
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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Concerns about
debt burden

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

China holds 22% of African debt
Loans tied to projects by Chinese contractors
Loan terms opaque and vulnerable to corruption
Covid 19 pandemic has reduced ability to repay
China joined G-20s debt suspension, but others fear
China getting better terms
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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US warns about
debt traps

◼

◼

◼

No evidence of Chinese seizing assets in Africa like
mistakenly accused in Sri Lanka
Nevertheless, Africa’s heavy Chinese debt burden
will influence future development
Chinese loans likely result in:
◼
◼
◼

Closer political alignment
China favorable votes in UN
Increased Chinese political leverage in Africa
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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Technology in Africa
increasingly Chinese

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

Africa technology expanding supported by Chinese
companies like Huawei & ZTE
Huawei built 70% of Africa’s 4G capability
Despite US urging, Africa not willing to sever Chinese
technology relationships due to deep integration
Chinese largest seller of mobile phones in Africa
Using Chinese facial recognition and surveillance that
can target political opponents
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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Chinese success story and
model has appeal in Africa
◼

Infrastructure-boosted development
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Industrial parks in special zones linked
by rail to nearby cities & ports
Centrally planned rather than private sector

Model contrasts with US emphasis on rule of law,
democracy, transparency, private sector…
Chinese manufacture little in Africa which lacks
electricity and support industries
Uncertain whether Africa’s development will include
manufacturing or leapfrog into a service economy
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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Africa amidst China
and US tensions

◼

◼

Africa anxious to avoid choosing sides
Have supported China diplomatically
◼
◼

◼

◼

Voted to replace Taiwan UN seat by Red China
Defeated resolutions of Chinese human rights violations

Africa largely excluded from international forums- UN
Security Council, G-7, and G-20
Sees China as supporting reform of these institutions
and supporting African candidates
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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Africa will remain friends with
China despite US criticism

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

China’s role in Africa criticized by US as “empty
promises and tired platitudes” and ill intentions
Doesn’t want to be “chessboard” for great-power
Nor suffer due to US jealousy of what China can offer
Despite vast US foreign aid past 75 years, urgently
needs infrastructure China provides and US doesn’t
In 2020 polls - favorably of China & US tied at 58%
China values 54 African votes at UN - will reward who
vote with it and punish those who don’t
Source: African countries will remain best friends with China- They will reject calls to loosen their ties,
Economist, The World in 2021, Nov 17, 2020, By John McDermott
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Global warming &
threat of hunger

Sub-Sahara very vulnerable
to climate change
◼
◼
◼

◼

Africa expected to suffer most from climate change
Vulnerable - now struggling to feed burgeoning population
Most farms small, tenure uncertain, tilled by hand, reliant
on rain, and occupy half the people – productivity low
Governments neglect farming and focus on industry 23
Source: www.economist.com/special-report/2020/03/26/africa

Sub-Saharan 2050 workforce larger than
China or India
Total & Working Age Population and Projections
2020 & 2050, millions
Region

2020

% Change
2020-50

2050

Total

20-64

World

7,795

Sub-Saharan Africa
India
China
US
Russian Federation

1,094
1,380
1,439
331
146

4,471

Total
9,735

20-64 Total 20-64
5,458 25% 22%

484
802
930
194
89

2,118
1,639
1,402
379
136

1,106 94% 129%
1,001 19% 25%
770 -3% -17%
210 15%
8%
74 -7% -17%

Source: UN, World Population Prospects 2019, Medium Variant, Download 7/9/2020
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New African
Continental Free
Trade Area
◼

◼
◼
◼

Among 54 African nations - free-trade area of world’s
most participating countries began Jan 1, 2021
Removes tariffs from 90% of goods, allowing free access
Expected to boost intra-African trade 52% by 2022
Long-term objectives:
◼

◼
◼
◼

Create a single market
Deepen economic integration
Enhance global competitiveness
Encourage industrial development & food security
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/African_Continental_Free_Trade_Area
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What Africa needs
and wants from US

◼
◼
◼

Help build vibrant manufacturing and service sectors
Streamline assistance and target high potential sectors
Supporting a thriving private sector will
◼
◼
◼

◼

Create jobs & alleviate poverty
Promote American values and interests
Create more opportunities for trade

Supporting democracy & economic progress will
◼

Deter illegitimate regimes, instability & illegal immigration

From <https://agoa.info/news/article/15826-africa-how-biden-can-build-back-better-us-africapolicy.html
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US policy: Rather than
confront China-Africa ties,
focus on (soft power)
advantages
◼
◼

◼

US alarmed by expansion of China in Africa
But Africa unwilling to sever ties with China and doesn’t
want to be forced to choose
US should focus where has comparative advantages
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

More African study in US & college collaboration
Supporting global debt relief & transparency in lending
Insure Chinese projects sustainable and transparent
US media popularity & African expatriates in US
Venture capital and technology options worrisome Chinese
Briefing book notes: # 5 China and Africa
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Optimistic view: Will no longer
be "The Hopeless Continent"

◼

◼

◼

◼

Old Africa - disconnected from world,
conflict, corruption & dependency on foreign donors
In coming decades, progress will finally transform it
into an emerging continent
Transformation is connected to its immigrant diaspora
who will pull the continent's success together
Gradually will become increasingly complex,
reconciling its challenges with more progress and
globally-connected
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21st century an African Century?
◼

Youngest and fastest population growth
◼
◼

◼

Progress underway
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

By 2050 will one-fourth of world’s population
But global warming and rapid population challenge to provide
jobs, food, health …

Projected among fastest GDP growth next decade
Lowering trade barriers in continent-wide free-trade area
Improving education
After centuries on periphery, likely play bigger role

However, progress not inevitable, nor be evenly spread
◼

Covid-19 may set it back a decade

Bottom line: Africa’s future, like its recent
past, likely to be uneven
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China’s role in Africa

Summary and Conclusions
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Africa long exploited, underdeveloped,
and geopolitical chessboard
US major player with aid and trade until China
recently surpassed
Million Chinese, thousands of projects, and billions of
investments now in Africa
US alarmed about Chinese influence and policies
But Africa doesn’t want to choose, favors both
Challenge is to use US soft power and private sector
to strengthen African democracy and prosperity
Next Class: The Korean Peninsula
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Appendix: Supplementary information

China in Africa: Discussion questions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

How has Africa’s historical relationship with Europe shaped its
relationship with China? How does the concept of South-South
solidarity strengthen China’s position in Africa?
Why have U.S. efforts to stop African cooperation with China been
largely unsuccessful? Are there ways to redefine the way the U.S.
approaches the issue?
What are the hallmarks of Chinese development model as it relates
to Africa? Do you think it is a suitable option for Africa?
How will debt will reshape the China-Africa relationship? Which
options are open to Africa to make its debt burden more sustainable
without giving up on its development goals?
What are the pros and cons of Africa collaborating with Chinese
technology companies? Do you foresee other tech companies acting
as competitors, and why?
Which role has infrastructure played in the China-Africa relationship?
How do you think this affects African development?
Source: Great Decisions Briefing Book
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China in Africa: Your Opinion?
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What is the most important concern facing the U.S. regarding China in
Africa? ❏ China, as a supplier of weapons to African nations ❏ China’s
growing military presence in Africa ❏ China spreading communism to Africa
❏ China’s growing economic presence in Africa
Should the U.S. do more to combat China’s growing influence in Africa, and
if so how? ❏ Increasing foreign aid to Africa ❏ Increasing campaigns for
democratization ❏ Stepping up military presence in Africa ❏ Economic
sanctions against African countries that support China ❏ Funding Human
rights campaigns ❏ The U.S. should not do anything to combat China
Do you view China’s growing relationship with Africa as a ‘win-win’ for both
parties? ❏ Yes, the current relationship will benefit both parties ❏ No, I
think only China will benefit ❏ No, I think only the African nations will
benefit ❏ No, I don’t think it will benefit either party
Do you think that China will leverage its relationship with African nations in
order to affect some African countries’ domestic policies? ❏ Yes ❏ No ❏
Unsure
Do you think the covid-19 pandemic will hurt China’s momentum in Africa?
❏ Yes ❏ No ❏ Unsure
32
Source: Great Decisions Briefing Book

US trade with Sub-Sahara $41 Bil.
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African Growth & Opportunity Act (AGOA) of 2000
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

Purpose to assist economies of sub-Saharan Africa and to improve economic
relations between US and Africa
Eligibility criteria - improve labor rights and move to market-based
Countries' inclusion fluctuats with changes in local political environment
Criticized because had little African involvement in its preparation and being
"dominated by oil and raw materials"
After enactment "exports have increased from around $8.2 billion then to
$54 billion in 2011, although about 90 per cent of these are natural
resources, mainly oil
Requires countries not to oppose US foreign policy
AGOA/GSP represents 22% ofl US-bound exports from AGOA beneficiaries.
6,900 products have duty-free access to US under AGOA
39 African countries that currently have AGOA beneficiary status
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Foreign direct investment (FDI)
cumulative value of all
investments 2017 (excludes
purchase of shares) $ tril.
Rank

U.S. Economic and Miliary Assistance 1946-2018
(constant 2018$ in billions)
Total Bil $
Per Capita $
Type
Sub-Saharan World Sub-Saharan World
Military
12
911
11
119
Economic
211 1,803
192
236
Total
233 2,714
212
356
Source: U.S. Overseas Loans and Grants (Greenbook) (usaid.gov)

Country
World
EU
1 Netherlands

FDI
34.7
16.7
5.8

2 US

5.6

Rank
5,644,000,000,000

3 Germany
4 Hong Kong
5 UK

2.1
1.8
1.6

2,074,000,000,000
—
1,806,000,000,000
—
1,634,000,000,000

1.3

1
1,342,000,000,000
2
3
—
4
5
6

11 China

Source: List of countries by FDI
abroad from Wikipedia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Stock of FDI
Military
34,730,000,000,000
Acumulated received foreign direct
16,666,000,000,000
investment (FDI), 2016, ($trillion)
5,809,000,000,000

Country

FDI Received

World
EU
Netherlands
US
UK
Hong Kong
China
Ireland
Germany

Source: FDI received fom Wikipedia

40.8
6.9
4.9
4.1
2.0
1.9
1.5
1.5
1.5

Stock of FDI at hom
(millions of USD)
40,799,316
6,938,000
4,888,000
4,084,000
2,027,000
1,901,000
1,514,000
1,477,000
1,455,000
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China vs US Foreign Investment and
AID in Perspective
◼

◼

◼

Accumulated to 2017, US Foreign Direct Investment Overseas
(FDI) was $5.6 trillion vs. China’s $1.3 trillion
Accumulated to 2016, US Foreign Direct Investment Received
(FDI) was $4.1 trillion and China’s $1.5 trillion
US total foreign aid to Sub-Saharan Africa 1947-2020 was $233
billion of total $2,7140 bil., 95% economic aid and 5% military
◼
◼

◼

◼

Per capita, economic aid to Sub-Sahara Africa $192 vs. world of $212
Difference: Military aid $11 per capita Sub-Sahara vs. $199 for world

During 2005-20, China invested (mostly loans) $303 billion in
Sub-Saharan Africa and US provided about $169 bil of aid
US 2019 value of investments were about $30 Bil
36
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US Foreign Aid
Spending
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US Foreign Aid Spending

This USAID website (https://explorer.usaid.gov/aid-trends.html) gives massive details by
year, country, type and agency
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Very low Human Development in
Sub-Saharan Africa
Human Development Index, 2019
Country or
Region
US
China
Arab States

Human
Life
Mean years
Gross national
Development expectancy
of
income/capita
Index (Rank)
at birth
schooling
(2017 PPP $)
Value
(years)
(years)
0.93 (17)
79
13
63,826
0.76 (85)
77
8
16,057
0.71
72
7
14,869

Sub-Sahara

0.55

62

6

3,686

World

0.74

73

9

16,734

Source: Human Development Report 2020
39
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50% decline in GDP/capita relative to world,
but population share doubled since 1960
Sub-Saharan Africa Share of World
30%
25%
20%
15%

10%
5%
0%

GDP

GDP per capita

Population, total
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America’s response to China in Africa
◼

Key questions:
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

How will US respond to China’s investments in Africa?
How can Africa negotiate US-China rivalry?

Main airport in Liberia needed repair and China
developed a new terminal that Liberia lacked the
$15 million to renovate
China’s process was very fast- quick to negotiate
Chinese projects are widespread i Africa from
airports to roads to hospitals to stadiums including
the railway to Djibouti
US policymakers say we ought to respond to
Chinese in Africa - we need to step it up
Source: Coffey Video notes: # 5 China in Africa
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US-China Rivalry and strategy differences
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

Trump put rivalry with China at the center rivalry
China’s African policy was primarily the target of US national
security policy for Africa
China has made extraordinary influence to increase their
influence
China is pursuing a very long-range strategy
But how to counter China when US politicians have little
interest in spending money on foreign aid

Source: Coffey Video notes: # 5 China in Africa
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US private sector vs China’s constructing
infrastructure projects
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

US counting on private industry to be leaders and use not
just state resources but those of private sector
But others argue private industry won’t fill the void and our
exports to Africa have not grown in recent years
China sees Africa as an opportunity whereas American
private businesses see it as a problem
China is making mostly loans for infrastructure and US has
stepped away from making large investments in
infrastructure in foreign countries
US has invested less in infrastructure and more in health and
education, etc.
China has been much more ahead of the curve
Source: Coffey Video notes: # 5 China in Africa
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US under appreciated
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Some question whether the US is ready to make the political
commitment to Africa
Until China, US did not have to compete
When pandemic hit Africa, China sensed an opportunity and
stepped in to provide critical supplies such as test kits and
medical teams
A concern that China’s recent help might overshadow what
the US has contributed over the years
China has garnered a lot of publicity for their support against
the pandemic
US is probably giving much more than it’s given credit forinvolvement in education, healthcare, etc.
Source: Coffey Video notes: # 5 China in Africa
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Racism in China and US
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

China also faces some embarrassing situations of
discrimination against Africans in China-such as prohibiting
Africans to enter certain areas
This created some diplomatic problems between China and
Africa and sparked letters of protest
This revealed there was a race issue in China
But US also faces charges of racism during the 2020s such
as police over-reaction and Black Lives Matter movement
Africa expects discrimination against Blacks in US

Source: Coffey Video notes: # 5 China in Africa
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Pandemic Aid
◼

◼

◼

During the pandemic African exports of raw material have
declined and so has tourism and they been hit very hard
They don’t have the revenues they need for medicine and
other essentials
China has been reluctant to offer debt relief and focused
upon bilateral negotiations rather than work through
international agencies

Source: Coffey Video notes: # 5 China in Africa
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Africans learning Chinese
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

But more and more Africans are going to China for study and
go to Chinese universities to study engineering and then
come back to Africa
China is now one of the most popular destinations for African
students
More Africans have begun to study Chinese and learn the
language so that they can earn jobs on Chinese projects
But still English dominates as to what Africans’ think is the
language of the future by a 71% margin according to the
latest survey of the Afro barometer
China is the image of a country that you go to visit to learn
but not necessarily to enjoy life
Source: Coffey Video notes: # 5 China in Africa
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